Abstract. In order to make the evaluation of the quality of translation more representative, literature lovers with different age, gender, occupation and cultural level are organized by establishing network reading groups and will be taken as appreciator and evaluators of text using machine translation. A number of evaluation indexes for translation text quality are set and a questionnaire is designed according to these indexes. The questionnaires are sent to literature lovers and data are obtained. Fuzzy matrix is established to evaluate the quality of machine translation using the fuzzy mathematics method. A comprehensive evaluation vector is obtained and the quantity evaluation of the quality of the translation text is realized. This paper provides a tool for developing and improving translation software.
Introduction
With the development of computer and software technology, machine translation is used more and more widely and has become one of the hotspots of research in the field of computer. The accuracy of evaluation method about the translation quality is the main basis of system development, and has become one of the main powers to promote the development of machine translation system.
A lot of translation evaluation focus on the qualitative assessment of the text itself at present, such as Yan Fu's Elegant Writing (1898), Fu Lei's Spirit Likeness (1951), Qian Zhongshu's Transferred (1964); Liu Chongde's The Art of Translating (1993), etc. Both qualitative and quantitative assessment is now attracting the attention of people gradually , such as The equivalent evaluation method [1] ; A Functional Linguistic Perspective of Translation Quality Assessment Model-With the Evaluation of English Version of Kong Yi-ji as Example [2] ; The parameter model taking "decent" as supreme principle [3] ; TQA in the Perspective of the Relevance Theory [4] ; Most of the parameters used in evaluating translation are not accurate, such as fluency, apropos , misnomer, etc. These parameters are "fuzzy". Fuzzy mathematics is a kind of mathematics method which mathematically research and treat fuzzy phenomenon, so fuzzy mathematics in evaluating the quality attracts attention of public [5] . But in this research the judges must be experts with high cultural level and number of participants in the evaluation is limited, so the evaluation results are easily influenced by their own language and culture.
This article adopts the way of establishing network reading group, collecting literature lovers widely with different age, gender, occupation and cultural level as appreciator and evaluators of text using machine translation in order to make the evaluation about the quality of translation more representative. This paper will evaluate the translation quality with a number of evaluation indexes and design questionnaire according to these indexes, surveying literature lovers in the network reading group to get the data .By using fuzzy mathematical tool for data analysis and processing, this research could give quantitative assessment of quality of the translation [6] which provide technical data for development and the improvement of the software using for machine translation.
The Fuzzy Evaluation Method of Translation Quality
For the translation to be evaluated, set m evaluation factors (u 1 , u 2 ……u m ), the U said set of factors about comprehensive evaluation, U= (u 1 , u 2 …….u m ).
Evaluation results of each evaluation factor are divided into n levels (1, 2…n). The number of people ranked level 1 in u 1 is marked as R 11 , The number of people ranked level 2 in u 1 is marked as R 12 , The number of people ranked level j in u i is marked as R ij (i=1,2……,m; j=1,2,…,n) ,..., and the number of people ranked level n in u 1 is marked as R 1n . Each evaluation factor is divided into n level, the evaluation results is showed with fuzzy matrix RR(m*n). 
The Instance of Translation Quality's Evaluation

Design of Questionnaire and Standards about Evaluation
To establish an evaluation standard which is relatively objective is the premise of accurately evaluating the quality accurately. In this paper, the evaluation standards mainly refer to a combination of EUROTRA with evaluation criteria putting forward by Japanese experts. The quality evaluation factors of the translation are: loyalty, the application of translation skills, syntax application and vocabulary application. Each factor is divided into five levels: level 1, level 2, level 3 and level 4 and level 5, corresponding to the outstanding, good, medium, low and the poor respectively.
The translation ranked level 1 faithfully reflects the content of the original and is translated smoothly, meaning clear and using accurate words. They almost do not need to be edited after translation. The translation ranked level 2 faithfully reflects the content of the original, translated smoothly and has clear meaning , but they have flaws in words or grammar and could be relatively smoothly translated without referring to the original except a little change; The translation ranked level 3 is essentially the faithful translation of the original, but the word order may be improper and words' meaning is not accurate, what's more, the tense relationship is improper and sometimes relationship between phrases and attributive as well as adverbial's location is wrong, some sentences is difficult to understand, these translation need a careful editing after translation processing; The translation ranked level 4 is partly the faithful translation of the original, the original structure cannot be translated. Many
prepositions phrases, clauses structure and judgment of subordinate clause are wrong, and some contents is lost; The translation ranked level 5 can't reflect the content of the original at all and a lot of places are failed to be translated. Sometimes there may be a complete or a more completely translation while most of the translation can't form complete sentences. According to the text analysis to the original, German literary theorist Jauss receives anticipation vision of the aesthetic as the theoretical basis and analyze the original text from three levels (the stylistic anticipation, image anticipation and meaning anticipation). Among these factors, the stylistic anticipation includes three elements as language, structure and plot, while image anticipation includes four elements(the image appearance and personality characteristics of minor characters and heroes).Meaning anticipation includes five elements( aesthetic meaning of works, the author's emotional state, life attitude, mindset and writing intention ) there are a total of 12 elements. From these twelve elements, we determine what needed to be passed in the original and design 12 questions to inspect the loyalty of the translation. To each question you could enter "1" or "0" respectively by selecting "yes" or "no". The number of Right answer 12, 8 to 11, 4-7, 2-3, 0 and 1, is corresponding to level 1, level 2, level 3, 4 and 5 respectively.
Input 1 in the skills of Translation, vocabulary and syntax on the level selected and input zero in others.
The Original and Software of Machine Translation
This paper selected a typical chapter of the winner of 1956 Nobel Prize, Spanish writer Jimenez's famous masterpiece Platero y yo. Three software is chosen from the widely translation software, such as Google translation, Bing translation, Baidu translation, Youdao translation and General translation, Lingoes, etc and marked them as a, b, c, respectively. Obtain the evaluation data of translation quality by means of Internet survey data, using comprehensive fuzzy evaluation method to analyze the data.
The Processing of Questionnaire Data and Analysis of Result
Sent these 18 chapters selected from the translating a, b and c and the questionnaire to the Internet audience, investigating the audience of readers and statistics the effective questionnaires. Count up the number of "YES(1)" or "NO(0)" under the topic of the faithfulness of translation, and determine the level of the faithfulness of translation as well as the number of people in each level of loyalty. As for Translation skills, vocabulary and syntax application, add up the number of "YES(1)" or "NO(0)" typed in by readers in the same level of every factors in the questionnaire so as to get the number of readers who choose this level. The questionnaires whose questions are all answered formally by readers were deemed to be valid. For example, if readers chose two "1" and three "0" or five "0", the questionnaire is deemed to be non-standard questionnaire. Only if readers chose one "1" and four "o", the questionnaire is deemed to be valid questionnaire.
There are 500 readers in this network reading group, and we only count up the valid questionnaires' data. Table 1 is the fuzzy evaluation results of translation quality of each evaluation factor, the L1 stands for the percentage of the number of people who determined level 1 in the total, the L2 stands for the percentage of the number of people who determined level 2 in the total.
It could be seen from table 1 that faithfulness of translation a is the best, and translation b is not as good as a, while translation c is the worst. The L1 for faithfulness of translation a is much higher than b translation, the L1 for translation c is only 18.59%, but L1+L2 of translation c reached 70.03%, therefore these three software is all good in terms of faithfulness.
In terms of translation skill, translation a is the best, and translation b is not as good as a, while translation c is the worst. The L1 for translation skills of translation a is as high as 92.10%, the L1 + L2 is 97.98%, so software a is very good in terms of translation skill, and software a is far better than b and c. L1 for translation c is only 12.17%, with L1+L2 is only 67.84%, so the software c need more improvement in terms of translation skills.
In terms of syntactic application, translation a is the best, translation b is not as good as a, translation c is the worst. The L1 for syntax application of translation a is 94.08%, the L1+L2 is as high as 99.19%, so the syntactic application of software a is excellent and it's far better than that of b and c. The L1 of translation c is only 18%, so the software c needs more improvement in terms of syntactic application.
In terms of vocabulary application, translation a is the best, translation b is not as good as a, translation c is the worst. The vocabulary application of a and b are close, while c is the worst. However, the L1 for translation c also reaches 59.14% and performed just so-so, and it needs just a little improvement to be as good as b and c. Weights of these four evaluation factors are determined by questionnaire survey. According to data obtained by survey, the average number of weights of faithfulness, 
Conclusions
(1) With the method of establishing network reading group, literature lovers with different age, gender, occupation and cultural level are organized and are taken as appreciator and evaluators of machine translation. Evaluation results which are more representative can be obtained.
(2) Based on the data of evaluation of translation quality which is obtained through questionnaire survey, Fuzzy matrix is established to evaluate the quality of machine translation using the fuzzy mathematics method. A comprehensive evaluation vector is obtained and the quantity evaluation of the quality of the translation text is realized.
(3) The fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method can be used to analyze the differences of various indicators of quality of translation software, help readers to screen software with good translation quality and provide some aspects of the software defects for software developers so as to improve the software design and the quality of software.
